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The Angels of Telepathy
Also known as
The Angels of

Pliroki
Beloved,
A major shift occurs when a person realizes, in their deep longing of the
heart,
that they have a deep connection with Omnipotent Will for the highest
good.
Then change happens, and new acquaintances are made.
A new 'spiritual family and tribe' is sought and found.

However, sometimes in the beginning, this passionate longing of the
soul for spiritual
perfection on an intense emotional level
may be interpreted as restlessness or dissatisfaction and accordingly be
resisted.
A person just opening up to telepathic communication with higher
realms
and spiritual family may at first judge him or herself as a misfit or a
malcontent,
unfavorably comparing themselves to others who seem to be content,
relatively well adjusted and satisfied with their lot,
and completely unaware of any subtle communications from a higher
realm of consciousness.
Some who are just beginning to experience telepathic communication
with higher realms and spiritual family
may turn to overuse of alcohol or drugs in an effort to calm the
telepathic influx of a more refined reality.
In extreme cases they may even see themselves as abnormal or crazy.
They may be alarmed that they no longer are satisfied with status quo,
that they no longer easily "fit in" with their original birth family or tribe.
With the help of inner guidance and the heavenly hosts, a wonderful
change comes about,
eventually their strong emotional longings for the ecstasy of Divine
Being is accepted as a calling to higher truth.
Then resulting telepathic influences of higher realms and spiritual
family are welcomed with deep gratitude and understanding.
PThe longing for spiritual perfection on all levels of being-will, intellect,
emotion, and form
Land the desire for true morality and emotions that are one with God

Ie nable a person to communicate with higher mind and understand
the laws of cause and effect and master the manifestation of miracles.
RBy following inner guidance and
umlaut O, eu and Os eeing indwelling divine perfection through the
eyes of divine love, and adhering to true divine justice
Ka child of God uses the virtue of omnipotence
Ito bring about any effect on any level.
Remember that Divine nostalgia is the longing for spiritual perfection,
for unity with Divine Light and Beauty.
This longing is a guiding power behind the will to survive.
THIS longing is the meaning of the Divine virtue of the first letter of
our name, the letter P.
As longing for Spiritual Perfection increases to the point that a
person begins to focus primarily on the splendor and majesty of Divine
Being,
which is the Divine virtue of the letter L,
"messages" and "communication" from invisible sources are
experienced more often through telepathic awareness.
The understanding of cause and effect grows,memory, remembrance
and conscience blossoms.
This is the virtue of letter I.
The longing for divine perfection exists in everything in creation,
and is the frequency that forms the right nostril of all beings that
breathe.
Inner guidance forms the left nostril, the virtue of letter R.
Inner guidance directs then a person's awareness to the heart,
and finally everything is seen through the eyes of divine love, instead of
logic and memory.
This is the virtue of umlaut O, er.
This loving cognition is powerful, and causes transmutation of what is
seen,
so that harmony manifests on all levels for all concerned.
Harmony and justice is the virtue of O.
Infinite faith and enthusiasm result, the meaning of letter K.
Cause and effect is then mastered, the meaning of letter I.
The longing for spiritual perfection causes the glands of the body to
produce consciousness-altering chemicals that open up more refined
perceptions of subtle energies.
We are among the heavenly hosts that teach communication over
distances through thought and emotions.
With the help of the spirits of the air and others, actual physical
communication over distances occurs.
A person who experiences intense longing for the splendor and ecstasy
of Divine Being may become a poet, artist or musician.
He or she then gives expression to beautiful spiritual inspirations

and impressions that open up telepathic sensitivity in others, when the
poems,
artwork, or music is appreciated.

This calling to Divine consciousness and perfectionbrings deep
satisfaction.
Seen in this way, Divine nostalgia is one of the greatest blessings
that can be bestowed on a seeker in this life on earth.
It provides motivation to depart from conventionality,
the spur to not give up the search until the ultimate treasures of the
spirit are found at last.

It opens a person to enthusiastically respond to telepathic
communications with the heavenly hosts,
to spiritual family and community, and to Divine Providence Itself.
In the Sufi tradition, the spiritual practice known as dzikr
utilizes Divine nostalgia to fuel processes of merging with The Divine
Beloved.
On this path and others, it is the longing for spiritual perfection that is
the essential ingredient,
to catapult the lover of divine ecstasy to attain transcendent states of
consciousness.
The souls longing for unity with The One Being opens up such love
that creation begins to be seen entirely differently.
Now God can be sensed and seen everywhere, indwelling in all creation
and all beings.
At this point a person is securely following in the footsteps of the
greatest masters.

Finally, sayings that once seemed somewhat foreign and strange make
complete sense.

"What you do unto the least of these, you do unto me."

"All that I do, ye shall do and more."
For people who are experiencing the
beginnings of telepathic communication with Divine Being,
it becomes more and more obvious why it was written,
"Ask, and ye shall receive."
The act of asking for higher truth utilizes willpower to direct the
mind to a higher level of perception.
Asking opens the attention to the living presence of the ONE BEING
that sustains creation,
and also the heavenly hosts and spiritual teachers and family,
and attracts their influence.
Even more powerful chemicals enter the bloodstream from awakened
glands,
chemicals that are natural and safe,
that are more powerful than any other kind.
Because visual images in the imagination and emotions are the direct
catalyst for the production of psychoactive chemical substances in the
pineal and other glands,
the clearer the visions of divine splendor and the stronger the emotions
are,
the more powerful are their effect on altering the consciousness of a
person in a physical body.
Positive, beautiful imaginations and emotions produce positive
beautiful
states of consciousness in physical existence.
This is why it is so important for people to heal negative emotions
through understanding their nature,
and stop fearing or resisting them, but instead,
realize that they are revealing the inner wounded self to be healed.
We help the children of light learn flow dynamics so that these emotions
can heal through expressing themselves safely in an atmosphere of
validation and love.
It is important to be grateful for all experiences, for all experiences
have important lessons to teach.
By approaching those experiences which have been previously resisted
and
feared, with love, it is possible to start flowing with them in self and
others with
empathy, safety and unconditional love.

"Love conquers all."
Love heals the wounded inner self.
Then, by meditating on beautiful emotions that result from emotional

healing,
it is possible to uplift positive feelings to the highest levels of
spiritual perfection for Heaven to manifest on Earth.
Writings from enlightened people of all ages have born testimony to the
fact that Heaven and Earth are perceived as being one,
when the light and ecstasy of Divine Truth fills body and soul.

"On Earth as it is in Heaven."
That is why the greater the longing for spiritual perfection is,
the greater is the likelihood of communication with the heavenly hosts,
and even incarnated masters on the spiritual path.
As clear communications between people and Divine mind and the
heavenly hosts manifest,
Heaven will indeed be perceived as being one with Earth.
The Alpha, the beginning of the journey to enlightenment, and the
Omega,
the manifesting of enlightenment and true harmony and satisfaction,
are then seen as a continuing expanding spiral.

Heaven manifests as being one with Earth in the perception of The
Children of God.
Then it is, that the war in heaven, in which the rebellious angels were
cast out upon the earth, ends.
Now even these beings of great power are approached with faith and
love, instead of fear and resistance.
"Love conquers all."
Mankind, made in the image and likeness of God, has been given
dominion over all in creation.
Remember it was written:
"All things work for good to those that believe."
Finally, with the power of omnipotent faith and LOVE to conquer all,
and the unification of being with Divine Being and all creation,

in the children of Divine Being,
there is no longer any rebellion between the creator and the created.
This happens because the individual will has been united with
omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent Divine Will for the highest good of
all,
and the individual heart has been united with omnipresent, omnipotent,
and omniscient Divine Love.
Because telepathy on all levels, which is communication over distance,
can be triggered by ANY Strong intention [Willpower] and longing
[Emotions] for communication with another person or being,
telepathy often happens spontaneously in times of great love or danger.
This is how even the creatures of the air and earth telepathically know
how to do what they do to survive.
The mind and emotions of the sender are sent through the web of light
of the unified field of energy
like a bolt of lightening by the electric power of strong will.
The magnetic power of flowing emotions and feelings attracts the
proper recipient.
The thoughts and emotions from the sender are received even in
untrained recipients
when they have been sent out with Omnipotent emotions and clarity of
vision.
It is our province to teach people how to intend, visualize and feel so
strongly
that communication is clear and easily perceptible over great distances
to almost anyone.

We do this to facilitate survival, even in the most dire circumstances,
and to manifest true spiritual morality and harmony.
Flowing love of a divine enlightened human being finds harmony and
balance.
Oneness with all life brings balance between self love and cosmic
universal love for all others.
An ultimate polarity of an ultimate continuum, the meaning of the path
to enlightenment,
is to be both in Creation as a human being and be ONE with Divine
Being at the same time.
This requires whole brain experience; Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta
brainwaves operating together.
This requires remembering the awareness states of being an infant,
a child, an adolescent, and an adult simultaneously,
because these brainwave states are dominant at these different stages
of growth.

"Ye must be as little children to enter the kingdom of Heaven."
"And a little child shall lead them......"
This understanding is a key to flowing emotions of Supreme Happiness.
MIRACLES

P-L-I-R-O-K-I
PThe longing for spiritual perfection on all levels of
being-will, intellect, emotion, and form
Land the desire for true morality and emotions that are one with God
Ie nable a person to communicate with higher mind and understand
the laws of cause and effect and master the manifestation of miracles.
RBy following inner guidance and
umlaut O, eu and Os eeing indwelling divine perfection through the
eyes of divine love, and adhering to true divine justice
Ka child of God uses the virtue of omnipotence
Ito bring about any effect on any level.
MIRACLES

All that I do, ye shall do and more.

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings
which together form a common precursor, or root, of three of the world's
religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher
from notes written by Franz Bard on.

Feel free to share these messages.
The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM ,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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